10. Post-2045 Vision: Comprehensive Transportation Plan Projects

Many worthy projects that would help ease congestion, improve access and provide travel choices are not able to be funded within the constraints of existing and reasonably anticipated revenue sources, and therefore are not included in the fiscally constrained 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan. These projects are typically included in each MPO’s Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP). These unfunded projects are listed in the appendices with an implementation year beyond 2045.


The Comprehensive Transportation Plan for CAMPO is a combination of the proposed projects that were not funded in the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) in Wake County, and adoption of the CAMPO portion of county-wide CTPs in Franklin, Granville, Harnett, and Johnston Counties. The CTPs for each county are an important input during the development of each MTP. CAMPO works to ensure the projects identified in the MTP and local CTPs match. The current status of Capital Area MPO CTP components can be viewed at: [http://www.campo-nc.us/transportation-plan/comprehensive-transportation-plan](http://www.campo-nc.us/transportation-plan/comprehensive-transportation-plan)